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To be a great geographer you need to develop the ability to think synoptically, being able to see the greater overview and how everything begins to link 
together. Geography is not just about studying people and landscapes; it is also the relationships that exist between people and their environment.

These pages give some suggestions of things you can do prepare for studying Geography at A Level. Although they're not compulsory, you will be better 
prepared if you can come to the first week with some of this induction work completed. 

The course: 
Underlined units are studied in Year 12. 
Paper 1 Physical Systems (22%)

Coastal Landscape systems
Earth’s Life support systems

Paper 2 Human Interactions (22%)
Changing Spaces Making Places
Global Connections
(Migration and Human Rights)

Paper 3 Geographical debates (36%)
Climate Change
Hazardous Earth

Independent Investigation (20%)
Based on a topic of your choice. 

The course textbook 
you may wish to purchase this before you 

start. 
ISBN-10: 1471858707
ISBN-13: 978-
1471858703

Sept – Coastal Landscape Systems
In this unit you will explore how Earth surface processes 
shape coastal landscapes with the aid of transfers of energy 
and movements of material. The unit explores inter-
relationships in the coastal system, how they change over 
time and issues associated in managing them.

Starting points…
• Watch any of the videos from Professor Haslett’s 
YouTube channel, especially the ones about waves. 
https://www.youtube.com/user/ProfSimonHaslett/videos
• Reading: Geofactsheet number 8, Coastal 
Management. 
https://www.thegeographeronline.net/uploads/2/6/6/2/26
629356/08_coastal_management.pdf
• Reading: This link provides access to a number of 
useful readings to introduce you to coasts for A Level 
Geography – scroll through the document to find them.  
https://www.carshaltonboys.org/_site/data/files/files/sixthf
orm/transition%20into%206th%20form/summer%20transit
ion%20work/855F34398FC4F7B33377EE6C790670D6.pdf

Task:
Using knowledge from your GCSE along with research from 
the internet and books, answer the following question:
‘To what extent are coastal landscapes the result of 
human activity?’
Your answer should be 1-2 sides of A4 and consider natural 
influences of coasts as well as human. 

Sept – Changing Spaces; Making Places
This unit explores the relationships and connections 
between people, the economy and society and their 
contributing to placemaking (i.e. creating places). The unit 
explores the meanings and representations attached to 
places and how place making takes place at a variety of 
scales. It explores places from a local to global level.

Starting points…
• Interactive: Changing Spaces, Making Places – a 
good story map introduction – work your way through 
https://focusschoolwilto.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/i
ndex.html?appid=f10c512164d0498d8f3bcfad8ae61d39
• Reading:  Changing Spaces- Making Places – a 
good starting point read 
https://pmt.physicsandmathstutor.com/download/Geogra
phy/A-level/Notes/OCR/Changing-Spaces-Making-
Places/Set-
A/Notes%20on%20Changing%20Places,%20Making%20Pla
ces%20-%20OCR%20Geography%20A-level.pdf

Task:
Using this link as guidance:
https://www.kelvedon.org.uk/wordpress/wp-
content/uploads/2015/01/Rural-Place-Profile-for-
Kelvedon.pdf
Create a place profile for Bury St Edmunds. 
This can be as brief or detailed as you like. This is one of 
our case studies later in the term so the more research 
you can do now, the more time you will save later on. 
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Developing as a geographer

The best geographers at A Level keep reading the news and generally seek to improve their geographical understanding by engaging with geographical 
discussions regarding key issues. This page includes suggested websites, podcasts, documentaries and even films which provide a great way of staying 

inspired and engaging with geography. Please contact me for a geographical reading list you can work your way through. 

Online News Articles
The conversation.com
http://theconversation.com/uk we can highly recommend 
you use this! This you will find is really useful to support 
many of your A Levels. It provides up to date articles from 
academics and specialists in the field written in a way that is 
accessible to all, summarising key points in short but 
insightful articles.
BBC News
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news - an excellent source of up to 
date articles – explore the key headings such as Science, as 
well as The Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/uk - again many useful articles 
and logically ordered – keep an eye on the Environment, 
Science, Society, Global Development stories in particular!

Podcasts
Costing the Earth – There are some great podcasts here to 
pick from on a wide variety of geographical issues 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006r4wn/episodes/pla
yer
(many topics, including amongst others.. climate change, 

carbon, urban greening, deforestation, alternative power, 
plastics etc.)
Royal Geographical Society – “Ask the Geographer podcasts” 
- https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/ask-the-
expert-podcasts/
- a fantastic set of podcasts to keep A Level studies up-to-

date with the latest geographical research – pick out some 
that interest you and give them a go!

Geographical documentaries – BBC iPlayer
The Americas with Simon Reeve
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/m00095p0/the-americas-with-simon-reeve
Simon Reeve around the world
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/group/p06rrnkm
Mediterranean with Simon Reeve
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b0bnb6tt/mediterranean-with-simon-reeve

Geographical documentaries – ITV Hub
Britain Underwater: Fighting the Floods
https://www.itv.com/hub/britain-underwater-fighting-the-floods/7a0157
Joanna Lumley’s Hidden Caribbean: Havana to Haiti
https://www.itv.com/hub/joanna-lumleys-hidden-caribbean-havana-to-haiti/2a7578

Geographical documentaries – Channel 4 On Demand
When the Immigrants Leave (Dispatches) 
https://www.channel4.com/programmes/dispatches/on-demand/69555-001
The world’s dirtiest river (Unreported world) 
https://www.channel4.com/programmes/unreported-world/on-demand/58399-001
The World’s Dirtiest Air (Unreported World) 
https://www.channel4.com/programmes/unreported-world/on-demand/67193-002

Geographical Films
Before the Flood (2016) (PG) – National Geographic 
https://www.filmsforaction.org/watch/before-the-flood-2016/
presented by Leonardo DiCaprio – exploring climate change and looking at what needs 
to be done today to prevent catastrophic disruption of life on our planet.
The Impossible (2012) (12) – Movie based on real life events of the 2004 Boxing Day 
tsunami which killed 200,000 people.
Slumdog Millionaire (15) – based on life in the slums of Mumbai
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